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Natural Language Generation

NLG: information  language
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The weather in Duesseldorf today calls
for light rain showers with a high of 8C.



Closed-Domain NLG
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Semantics of domain well understood

Can hand-engineer generation templates

e.g., Head [direction] towards [street]



Open-Domain NLG
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Can be about any topic!

But limited to a specific purpose (e.g., 
automatic summarization)



Challenges in NLG

Methods for converting data into language 
output

• Past advances thanks to knowledge 
representation!

• Recent advances thanks to machine learning!

How do we formulate NLG problems?
• What do we need to explicit encode in the input?

• What intermediate representations do we need 
the system to generate?
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Focus of this talk



End-to-End Training

Current state of the art: end-to-end training 
with a deep learning architecture

Dialogue (Wen et al., 2015)

Machine translation: (Bahdanau et al., 2014)

Sentence summarization: (Chopra et al., 2016)

Works very well for standardized tasks with lots 
of (labelled) training data
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seq2seq for Machine Translation

Model of Sutskever et al., (2014)
• Boxes represent a network of units within an 

artificial neural network

• Trained on 348M French words, 304M English 
words
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Factorizing Problems

In any particular application, multiple factors are 
at play:

Summarize while simplifying language

Summarize assuming a different level of background 
knowledge

Do we need additional training data for each of 
these factors?
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Case of Automatic Summarization

Automatic summarization is not one task, but a 
family of related tasks

Single-document vs. multi-document

Indicative vs. informative vs. critical

Generic vs. query-focused

Generic vs. update

(Mani, 2001)
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Decomposing into Factors

Solution: define tasks within a framework that 
contains multiple generic factors

Examples:
• Enforcing narrative coherence

• Reconstituting sentence boundaries

• Changing style, focus, perspective

• Changing length
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Generic Tools in NLG

Need to be smart about how to define 
intermediate/generic tasks and tools

Desiderata:
• Applicable to multiple (but not necessarily all) 

domains

• Does not require extensive human annotation 
effort, if possible
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Current Projects

Generic tools in the context of text-to-text 
generation:

1. Semantic compatibility prediction, or 
aggregation

2. NP definiteness prediction
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Predicting Semantic Compatibility

Do certain semantic units belong together?

View as clustering:
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Student collaborator:
Victor Chenal
COLING 2016



Example of Task

Barack Obama is president of the United States.

South Korea’s economic boom began in 1986.

Bell makes and distributes electronic, computer 
and building products.

Barack Obama was born in Hawaii.
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Use in Text-to-Text Generation

Previous text-to-text (T2T) systems make strict 
assumptions about input:

• Sentence fusion – similar sentences

(e.g., Barzilay et al., 1999; Filippova, 2010)

• Sentence enhancement – disparate sentences, 
but still inputs at the level of sentences

(Elsner and Santhanum, 2011; Cheung and Penn, 2014)

This work aims to generalize the input 
conditions of T2T generation
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Setting Up an Evaluation

Decisions to make:
1. How to get input sentence fragments

2. Decide on gold standard

3. Evaluation measures

How do we get this data without a massive 
annotation effort?
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Text Regeneration

Corrupt human-written text to generate input

Aim to regenerate human-made decisions

Also used in surface realization (Belz et al., 2011)

Pros:
• Cheap and easy to scale to new data sets

• Naturalistic data

Cons:
• Multiple correct solutions possible (we’ll check 

for this in a user study)
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Decomposing a Sentence

Break along specified dependency edges:

Appositives
Sam, my brother, arrived. 

Sam arrived.     Sam is my brother.

Adjectival and verbal modifiers
Pierre Vinken, 61 years old, will join the board … 

Pierre Vinken is 61 years old.

Pierre Vinken will join the board…
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More Decompositions

Relative clauses
South Korea’s economic boom, which began in 1986, 
shows no sign… 

South Korea’s economic boom began in 1986.

South Korea’s economic boom shows no sign …

Conjunctions
They either skied or snowboarded. 

They skied.

They snowboarded.
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Dataset Characteristics

Converted Penn Treebank-Wall Street Journal 
corpus

48,810 original sentences
• 84,051 fragments if not splitting on conjunctions 

(KeepConj)

• 111,593 fragments if splitting on conjunctions 
(SplitConj)
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Limitations of Regeneration

Original document only provides one solution to 
the aggregation task – other groupings could 
also be correct

Conducted a user study to determine how well 
our assumption holds:

• Found high agreement between judgments of 
compatibility between fragment pairs and 
whether they came from the same sentence 
originally
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An Aggregation Model

Steps:
1. Learn a measure of compatibility between every 

pair of fragments

2. Perform clustering such that compatibility of 
fragments within a cluster is maximized

• We used an agglomerative clustering model.
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Compatibility Prediction

Logistic regression model:
Input pair -> Model -> score between 0 and 1 

Features:
Words in common

Verbs

Fragment lengths

Dependency tree root
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Agglomerative Clustering

A standard clustering algorithm:
Start: every fragment is its own cluster

Repeat until ending condition is reached:

• Merge the two most similar clusters (by compatibility 
score from previous step)

• Compute cluster similarities for the new merged 
cluster

Need to specify when to stop (e.g., a 
compatibility score threshold)
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Experiments

Evaluation measures:
Purity: What proportion of predicted cluster come 
from the same gold-standard cluster?

Collocation: What proportion of gold-standard 
cluster ended up in the same system cluster?

F1: Harmonic mean of Purity and Collocation

Baselines
Singleton: Every fragment is its own cluster

Same root: Cluster everything that shares the same 
lemma at the root of the dependency tree fragment
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Results – SplitConj
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Model Purity Collocation F1

Singleton 1.00 0.446 0.617

Same root 0.841 0.683 0.754

Average-link 
agglomerative
clustering

0.909 0.733 0.811

It is possible to predict semantic compatibility of 
sentence fragments at performance above baseline.



Analysis

Correctly clustered together:
• Another $20 billion would be raised through 

Treasury bonds

• Treasury bonds pay lower interest rates

Another $20 billion would be raised through 
Treasury bonds, which pay lower interest rates.
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Difficult Cases

Long fragments that share few words in 
common

• Influential members of the House Ways and 
Means Committee introduced legislation

• Legislation would restrict how the new savings-
and-loan bailout agency can raise capital, 
creating another potential obstacle to the 
government’s sale of sick thrifts
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Future Work

Develop a better model to predict semantic 
compatibility

• More global features

• Global clustering algorithm

Generalize task to multiple documents

Use this within a full text-to-text system
• Generate output sentences

• Ensure semantic inferences in output are sound
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Definiteness Prediction

Predict whether a NP should take 
{the/a(n)/NONE} as its article, given some 
context

{A/#the} man entered the room. {The/#a} man 
turned on the TV.

Could be useful in a summarization system
• Rewrite NPs in a summary sentence
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Characteristics of Task

Local cues, dependent on lexical item or 
syntactic constraints

the United Kingdom vs. Great Britain

that apple (precludes use of other articles)

Contextual cues
the asserts existence and uniqueness of entity in 
context (Russell, 1905); anaphoric and triggers 
presupposition about existence of entity (Strawson, 
1950)
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Our Questions

How much of this knowledge do we need to 
explicitly encode in a system that predicts 
definiteness?

Can a statistical learner such as a neural network 
model learn interpretable, complex features for 
the prediction task?
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LogReg (de Felice, 2008)

Predictor extracts features from each noun 
phrase’s context:

• Syntactic environment around noun phrase

• Words around noun phrase

• Head of the noun phrase

• Whether the head is a count or mass noun

Classification method: logistic regression
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Example

A man entered the room. ? man turned on the TV
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Features
head noun: man
count/mass? count
POS -3: VBD
POS -2: DT
POS -1: NN
POS +1: VBD
…

Logistic 
Regression

the



Neural Network

Artificial neural networks: a machine learning 
model in which a network of computation units 
are trained to make predictions

• Have recently achieved advances in speech 
recognition, machine translation, game playing 
(AlphaGo and Atari games)

• Can learn complex features through training
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NNs for Article Prediction

We used a recently popular neural network 
architecture: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)

Features
• Words in the context of the NP

• Part-of-speech tag sequence (syntax)

• Word vector representations (proxy for lexical 
semantics)
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LSTM for Article Prediction
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Context: 50 tokens

Word: man
POS: NN
Vector: <0.5 0.4 -0.3>

the



Accuracy Results (%)

LSTM model achieves better performance, 
mostly due to better modelling of common 
nouns.
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Model Named 
Entities 

(N = 5100)

non-Named 
Entities 

(N = 16579)

Overall

(N = 21679)

LogReg 97.27 91.77 93.07

LSTM 97.62 96.48 96.63



Why is it Doing Better?

Performance if we drop various model 
components:
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Model Accuracy (%)

LSTM (Full) 96.63

- POS tags 96.43 (-0.20)

- word vectors 96.08 (-0.55)

- POS tags and word vectors 96.08 (-0.55)



Attention

Can examine where model pays attention to by 
checking 𝑎𝑖!
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This layer pools together 
the representations of each 
word in the context:

 ℎ = 

𝑖

𝑛

𝑎𝑖ℎ𝑖



Attention-based Analysis

… net income for the third quarter of 16.8 
million or 41 cents a share reflecting [a] broad-
based improvement in the company’s core 
businesses. Retail profit surged but the company
[sic] it was only a modest contributor to third-
quarter results. A year ago, net, at the New York
investment banking firm…
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Attention-based Analysis

...companies. In a possible prelude to the 
resumption of talks between Boeing Co. and 
striking Machinists union members, a federal 
mediator said representatives of the two sides 
will meet with him tomorrow. It could be a long 
meeting or it could be a short one, said Doug
Hammond, the mediator...
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Discussion

State of the art for article usage prediction
• Neural networks can learn complex 

dependencies between inputs and output for 
this task

• Explicitly encoding linguistic knowledge doesn’t 
seem to hurt, but it doesn’t help much either

Caveats:
• We were able to derive a lot of training data 

automatically. This is not always possible.
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Conclusions

NLG needs more modular reusable components 
from which generation applications can be built.

Intermediate linguistic representations can be 
useful as output and input, but it depends.
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Other Projects

Computational semantics
• Understanding events and entities in context

• Common-sense reasoning

• Event coreference resolution

• Relational nouns

Automatic summarization
• Indicative summarization of fiction

• Deep learning methods for automatic 
summarization and NLG
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